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ABSTRACT
An advanced composite shear web design concept has been developed for the Space
Shuttle orbiter main engine thrust beam structure. Various web concepts were
synthesized by a computer-aided adaptive random search procedure. A practical
concept is identified having a titanium-clad +450 boron/epoxy web plate with
vertical boron/epoxy reinforced aluminum stiffeners. The boron-epoxy laminate
contributes to the strength and stiffness efficiency of the basic web section.
The titanium-cladding functions to protect the polymeric laminate parts from
damaging environments and is chem-milled to provide reinforcement in selected
areas. Detailed design drawings are presented for both boron/epoxy reinforced
and all-metal shear webs. The weight saving offered is 24% relative to
all-metal construction at an attractive cost per pound of weight saved, based
on the detailed designs. Small scale element tests substantiate the boron/
epoxy reinforced design details in critical areas. The results show that
the titanium-cladding reliably reinforces the web laminate in critical edge load
transfer and stiffener fastener hole areas.
A program is defined for testing three large scale shear webs. Detail design
drawings are presented for the required test beam fixture and boron/epoxy
reinforced test webs. Finite element static and buckling analyses of a detailed
finite element model (using the NASTRAN computer code) are employed to establish
the initial test instrumentation requirements.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of Phase I of a program for the development
of a practical advanced composite shear web-concept which is a candidate for
near-term application to primary flight vehicle structure. The program consists
of three phases:
Phase I Shear Web Design Development
Phase II Shear Web Component Fabrication
Phase III Shear Web Component structural Testing
The culmination of this work will be the testing of three large scale composite
reinforced shear webs which include design details that meet the requirements
of a main engine thrust structure application on the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
In the Phase I activities, an integrated design development approach was taken
which involved computer-aided design and analysis, detailed design evaluation,
testing of unique and critical details, and structural test planning. Particular
emphasis was placed on computer-aided design to screen candidate concepts and
to establish a rational basis for detailed design. Considerable use was made
of the NASTRAN computer code to define structural test requirements. It should
also be noted that some aspects of the program drew from previous Boeing and
Langley Research Center programs; namely, in the computer-aided design, material
selection and step-lap joint design areas.
A unique feature of the program is the development of a metal-clad laminate
for the shear web plate: chem-milled titanium-clad +450 boron-epoxy (B/E).
While the usual form of selective reinforcement is unidirectional strips, it
was necessary to apply +45* B/E reinforcement in laminate form to the developed
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shear web concept in order to produce significant weight savings. However,
the basic intent contained in the selective reinforcement philosophy has been
retained; i.e., use a metal-composite material mix in a structural concept that
effectively satisfies the design requirements. The web laminate concept that
was selected for development has +450 composite reinforcement clad with thin-
gage metal skins. The composite reinforcement serves to reduce weight; the
metal cladding provides isotropic bending stiffnesses, local reinforcement at
joints and stiffener fastener holes and protection from damaging environments.
2
2.0 SUMMARY
An advanced composite shear web design concept is being developed for the Space
Shuttle orbiter main engine thrust beam structure. The selected application
area has high shear loading and beam bending strains with the structure at
essentially room temperature, which makes the use of B/E reinforcement advantageous.
In addition, the thrust structure has large total weight and is located in an
area where weight savings assist in vehicle balancing. The multiple limit loading
requirements (engine operation for 100 flight service life) dictates the use of
a shear-resistant web design concept. The assumed basic dimensions of the
selected center-loaded thrust beam are 40 in. deep by 200 in. span.
Various web design concepts, having both B/E reinforced and all-metal construc-
tion, were synthesized by a comprehensive computer-aided adaptive random search
procedure. Up to eight dimensional variables (continuous and integer) and
three material combinations were treated in optimizing the various web concepts
for varying shear and bending load conditions.
As-a result of the design concept evaluation study, a practical shear web con-
cept was identified having a titanium-clad +450 B/E web plate with vertical
B/E reinforced aluminum stiffeners; the net web weight saving offered is 24%
relative to all-metal construction at a cost of $247 per pound of weight
saving. The stiffeners are attached to the web laminate with mechanical
fasteners for increased reliability and are jgggled in the all-metal end
regions for attachment to beam chord members. An important product of the
computer-aided synthesis activity is a data bank of optimum designs (which
can be expanded for input to large scale vehicle optimization programs).
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Design details are presented for the selected B/E reinforced design concept
and an all-metal web. Critical details, cost comparisons and reliability
considerations for the B/E reinforced design are described. A unique aspect
of the design is how the web plate laminate is locally reinforced at stiffener
fastener holes and edge step-lap joint details. The titanium is chem-milled
leaving thickened lands where reinforcement is required.
Structural element test results substantiate the design details in critical
areas. The tension element test data provides a basis for preliminary design
allowables for designing reinforced stiffener fastener holes. The tension element-
data demonstrates that the step-lap joint details are not strength critical.
This is also shown by tension tests of corner element specimens which simulate
the web laminate corner details.
Two shear web element (18 x 25 in. laminates) tests verify the performance of the
basic web laminate details with respect to material strength under cyclic loading.
Strains were measured at levels which exceed the baseline design requirements
and which show good correlation with finite element strain analysis.
Laminate bending stiffness and stiffener crippling test data show good correlation
with computer-code predictions. Fastener bearing tests on laminates with rein-
forced titanium resulted in bearing strength equivalent to the base titanium
metal. Tension testing of laminate specimens with flawed cladding demonstrated
that flaw growth does not penetrate into the composite material; noninspectable
cladding flaws will not grow critical based on the test results.
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A test program is defined to substantiate the performance of large scale (36 by
47 in.) assembled B/E reinforced shear webs in an equivalent design load environ-
ment. Three component tests are planned. Detailed designs are presented for
the test beam fixture and the initial B/E reinforced web component. Finite
element strain and buckling analyses, using the NASTRAN computer code, are
employed to define the test web instrumentation requirements. The NASTRAN
buckling analysis is correlated with a classical solution for a pure shear
simplified orthotropic web model to give confidence to the-buckling solutions
obtained for the detailed (192 plate elements) finite element test web model.
As an assessment of fail-safety, a NASTRAN buckling analysis was conducted
that indicates that the test web component is fail-safe at limit load with one
stiffener having debonded B/E reinforcement.
5
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3.0 DESIGN STUDIES
3.1 Component Selection
A review of shear web structure on the candidate Space Shuttle orbiters was
performed to identify a component that can significantly benefit from the use
of advanced composites. Through the Grumman/Boeing Space Shuttle Study
arrangement, the Grumman Aerospace Corporation furnished structural information
on their orbiters and loads data from finite element analysis of their H-32
Orbiter configuration.
This data was used to establish the upper main engine thrust structure shear
webs, shown in Figure 1, as the component area for development. The selected
component area has:
- relatively simple structural interfaces;
relatively large weight in a location where weight savings assist
vehicle balancing;
the webs are relatively accessible in the assembled-vehicle.
The thrust structure consists of double web box beams which span the vehicle
connecting to side body longerons and which fasten to beam flanges that are
integral with fore and aft bulkheads. An upper beam supports the upper
main engine and a lower beam of similar construction supports the two lower
engines. Conventionally stiffened, built-up titanium construction was speci-
(1)fied for the thrust structure webs and so is adopted in this program as
the baseline all-metal web construction for weight comparison purposes.
The Grumman loads data is summarized in Figure 2. The thrust structure webs
have the highest loading compared to the other candidate areas. The other
/
Selected Shear Web
Engine Thrust Box Beam
Figure 1: GRUMMAN H-33 ORBITER THRUST STRUCTURE
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APPROX MAX SHEAR LOADS Nxy LB/IN. (ULT)
ORBITER SHEAR STRUCTURE 0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000
H33 THRUST STRUCTURE WEBS 70- 190
KEEL BEAM 10.4-36
PAYLOAD DECK - 1D
ABES VERTICAL WEB 17fl
H32 VERTICAL WEB BELOW PAYLOAD DECK
MAIN GEAR BOX VERTICAL WEBS 60 '80
LOX AFT DRAG SUPPORT PANEL M>, 62-82
WING SPAR WEBS -14
SHEAR STRUCTURAL INDEX Nxy/H
> DOUBLE WEB BOX-TYPE BEAMS
> COMPLEX LOADED STRUCTURE
FIgure 2: SHEAR STRUCTURE COMPARISONS- GRUMMAN ORBITERS
.areas shown in Figure 2 are not attractive for advanced composite application
because of very light loads or complex configuration. In the lightly loaded
areas, minimum gage metal webs or truss-type structure would be more advantageous
than advanced composite web structure which is the subject of this program.
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3.2 Structural Requirements
Structural requirements were established for the selected thrust beam web from
data given in References 1 and 2. Figure 3 presents the general web inter-
faces and ultimate design load. Since the engine thrust occurs on each flight
and is the limit load, the web must be shear buckling resistant to preclude
panel fatigue problems in buckled areas. The ultimate design load is based
on the following:
550,000 lbs. sea level thrust engine (emergency power level maximum
thrust 699,000 lbs.);
Dynamic magnification factor 1.25;
Ultimate factor of safety 1.4.
The environmental conditions that the web design must comply with are:
- Design load occurs with structure at ambient launch pad temperature
- 400 flight life
- -100 to +250'F cyclic temperature excursion on each flight
- 9 hours total acoustic environment (150 db maximum)
- 30 hours total low frequency thrust oscillation environment
In addition to the diaphragm and thrust post structure interfaces shown in
Figure 3, the web design concept must be capable of accepting miscellaneous
small cutouts in a practical manner without large weight penalty. The web
concept must also be resistant to damage from ground handling environments.
11
200 IN._
ONE WEB OFL "100 UPPER ENGINE
STRUCTURAL THRUST BOX
DIAPHRAGM BEAM
INTERFACES
I II ISI I
S I I I H 40 IN.
BODY LONGERON BULKHEAD
INTERFACE INTERFACES
'ENGINE THRUST
POST INTERFACE
STRUCTURE
610,000 LB ULTIMATE DESIGN LOAD
Figure 3: SHEAR WEB STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
3.3 Material Selection
The materials selected for this program satisfy the requirements that (1) suffi-
cient material property and process data exists for design, (2) the materials
are commercially available in quantity, and (3) production bonding shop
facilities can be used for test article fabrication. The selected materials
are shown in Figure 4 and are described in References 3 to 6.
From a structural efficiency point of view, B/E was selected because of its
superior strength/density ratios at room temperature compared to graphite-
based and other advanced composites, which is important in highly loaded shear
web applications. Titanium was chosen over aluminum for laminate material also
because of strength/density advantages at room temperature which are amplified
by the presence of high residual thermal stresses after curing of aluminum-B/E
laminates. Aluminum was adopted for metal stiffener parts based on crippling
efficiency factor (E /3/p) considerations.
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ADVANCED COMPOSITE RIGIDITE 5505/4 BORON/EPOXY
PREPREG. TAPE
PRIMARY ADHESIVE METLBOND 329
WEB LAMINATE METAL 6 AL-4V M.A. TITANIUM
PARTS
FACE SHEETS - PHOSPHATE
TITANIUM BOND SURFACE FLOURIDE COATING PROCESS
PREPARATION STEP-LAP DETAILS & TEST
SPECIMENS - VACU-BLAST
& SILANE RINSE
ALL - 3M EC 2333 PRIMER
METAL STIFFENER PARTS 7075-T6 ALUMINUM (EXTRUSIONS
FORMED IN THE 0 CONDITION)
SECONDARY ADHESIVE MODERATE TEMPERATURE CURING
EPOXY BMS 5-51 FOR LOW
STRESSED STIFFENER ASSEMBLY
Figure 4: MATERIAL SELECTIONS
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3.4 Computer-Aided Design Concept Screening Study
A computer-aided synthesis approach allowed screening of optimum designs of
several B/E reinforced and comparative all-metal shear web concepts. The
screening study is integrated in the general study approach as shown in Figure
5. The concepts were divided intb two categories; statically determinate and
indeterminate models under combined beam bending and shear loading. A multi-
variable optimization code technique could be applied to the statically
determinate models while a manual iteration technique, using NASTRAN stress
analysis data, was necessary for the one indeterminate model that was treated.
The multivariable design optimization activity was accomplished using the
OPTRAN computer code (OPTimization by RANdom search algorithm) which
employs an adaptive random search algorithm. Figure 6 presents the opera-
tional features of the OPTRAN code. A specialized OPTRAN code was constructed
for each specific shear web concept that was studied by addition of appro-
priate code modules for weight, constitutive stiffness, and failure mode
analyses. OPTRAN establishes candidate designs by random selection of dimen-
sional variable values from input search ranges, which can specify minimum
gages, and then checks for weight savings relative to the best preceding
design. If the candidate design offers weight savings, then the failure
mode constraints are checked in succession. A design that makes it through
all of the failure mode checks then becomes the best current design. How-
ever, if a violation of a failure mode constraint occurs, a new random design
is established without wasting time on further failure mode checks. Ordering
of the analyses, so that active constraints are treated first, decreases run
time. After a certain number of good designs have -been found, the parameter
search ranges are squeezed down in a manner that is adaptive to the history
15
LAMINATE
ANALYSIS CODE
OPT RAN
CODE
CONDUCT
ATA0CAL LY C:- MULTIVARIABLE
DESIGNETERMINANT OPTIMIZATION
1ODELS OF VARIOUS
EVALUATE B/E REINFORCED
S- DESIGN MODEL WEB DESIGN
WEIGHTS SELECTION
A-TCALLY C - PERFORM DEFINE TRAN DETAILED
DO~ETERM NANT STRUCTURAL 0 DESIGN DESIGN/
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STRUCTURAL ELEMENT
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Figure 5: COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN/ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES
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INPUT
DESIGN CONFIGURATION DATA
LOAD CONDITIONS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
OPTIMIZATION CONTROL DATA
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ESTABLISH DESIGN CANDIDATE BY
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Figure 6: OPTRAN CODE FLOW CHART
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of the best previous designs and then another search cycle is conducted. If
one variable shows greater variation from cycle to cycle, its range is made
broader to increase the probability of directing the design to a true minimum.
Experience has shown that trapping of the process at a nonglobal minimum is
avoided by seeking a large number of good designs (say 5) in the first search
cycle. The search cycles are terminated after the search ranges converge to a
desired minimum size. The use of discrete variables (standard structural
sections, number of composite laminate plies, etc.) presents no difficulties
in this search method.
The optimization strategy coded in OPTRAN is illustrated in Figure 7 by.a
simplified two variable design optimization problem having linear weight
characteristics. The feasible design space at the beginning of the first cycle
consists of the unshaded area which contains all possible configurations that do
not violate any constraints. The point 1 represents the values of the design
parameters xl and x2 constituting the best design found during the first cycle.
The feasible design space for the second cycle is established by applying an
arbitrary factor to the input search ranges. For following cycles, the boundaries
are established as a function (subject to an arbitrary minimum band width) of
the variations of xl and x2 for successive best designs found during the
preceding two cycles. The current best weight forms an upper boundary to the
new feasible design space because each new best design must show a decrease in
weight. The optimum minimum weight design, point n, is the best design from
the final cycle and is bounded by the two constraint functions, gl = 0 and g2 = 0.
The third constraint function does not govern the final design, although it might
have been encountered during previous cycles.
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INPUT FEASIBLE DESIGN SPACE 1
MA,
x . BEST DESIGN
',; "FROM CYCLE 1
w
29 -
MIN
OPTIMUM DESIGN - n,.
MINIMUM MAXIMUM
VARIABLE x,
Figure 7: OPTRAN OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
(TWO VARIABLE EXAMPLE PROBLEM)
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A summary of the basic design concept candidates that were evaluated in the
screening study is given in Figure 8. The first concept is an extension of
conventional, vertically stiffened construction. The diagonally stiffened web
explored the benefits of inclined stiffening in a one-way loaded shear web
situation. With the largest part of the total weight being in the web plate,
both of the above concepts required B/E reinforcement of the web plate to
produce significant overall weight savings. The corrugated web is inherently
an efficient metal concept and requires a relatively small amount of B/E rein-
forcement to improve its efficiency; however, it is a concept that requires
manufacturing development for application to highly loaded shear web structure
and would be costly to fabricate. The sandwich concept was derived from the
brazed titanium sandwich developments in the Boeing Supersonic Transport Pro-
gram. The B/E reinforced brazed sandwich is nominally efficient and overcomes
the drawbacks of adhesively bonded sandwich construction in primary structure
applications; however, it is also a concept that is expensive to fabricate.
The B/E reinforced web concept that was selected for development is the first
concept in Figure 8: the vertically stiffened B/E reinforced titanium web
-onfiguration. This configuration was selected because of the following fa'tors:
- Low web weight
- Low potential weight penalties in the final detailed design
- The design concept is statically determinate which simplifies design
and analysis
- The design can accept loading reversal (important to other shear
web applications)
20
CONFIGURATION B/E STIFFENING WEB PLATE NOMINAL WEB RELATIVE DEVELOP-CONFIGURATION B/E STIFFENING WEB PLATE WEIGHT MENT, FABRICATIONREINFORCEMENT SECTIONS *(LB/LIN FT) COST
VERTICALLY ALTERNATING J TI-CLAD ±450 B/ESTIFFENED
EB /E 10.6 LOW
i I I I Hi 11-LADDNG REINP
--AL STIFFENERS AT STIFFENERS
DIAGONALLY BALANCED HAT
STIFFENED
WEB
TI-CLAD ±450 B/E 11.0 LOW
CORRUGATED
WEB
TITANIUM 10.4 HIGH
TI-CLAD±450 B/E FACESSANDWICH WEB
I NONE 9.3 HIGH
ALUMINUM BRAZEDTI
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH
Figure 8: DESIGN CONCEPT SCREENING SUMMARY
The titanium cladding can be reinforced at the web's edges to produce,
together with titanium step-lap joint details, metal edge joints
that can be mechanically fastened and that are not strength critical
in the B/E transitioo areas
Cutouts can be accomplished with simple titanium reinforcement inserts
(with step-lap B/E transition details), reinforced cladding thickness
and fastened reinforcement collars
The development/fabrication cost is low relative to the more co:plex
advanced composite concepts.
The remaining discussion in this subsection briefly describes the approaches
and assumptions made in the computer-aided synthesis of the candidate web
concepts.
The primary constraints that were applied to the concepts are the B/E lay-un
configuration selection, placement of metal in the web laminates and minimum
material thicknesses. Because of the dominance of the high shear loading in
all areas of the web structure, a constant thickness +450 B/E lay-up was selected
as an efficient lay-up which is practical to fabricate in conjunction wit
step-lap edge joint details (except for the corrugated web which was constrained
to have unidirectional reinforcement because of fabrication problems associated
with other lay-ups). An analysis was conducted of the option where the metal
is located at the middle surface of the first concept in Figure 8. Tha
analysis indicated that the critical local orthotropic panel buckling load
is reduced by 40%. Therefore, the placement of the metal parts of the laminate
on the exterior promotes an optimum design condition in shear web structure
while affording protection to the laminate. A titanium thickness of 0.020 in.
was established as a practical minimum in normal fabrication conditions; this
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constraint governed all of the clad-laminate cases. In areas of stiffener
fastener holes, the titanium thickness was set to 0.050 in a 1.0 in. wide
land to provide local reinforcement. Other minimum constraints considered
include 0.090 in. J-stiffener gage, 0.040 in. hat stiffener gage and 4.9 lb/ft3
titanium honeycomb core.
Optimum designs were synthesized using OPTRAN for the 40 in. web depth and load
requirements shown in Figure 3; a uniform strain of +4000 pin/in was assumed
at the beam chords to account for beam bending effects on the web weight. All
structural dimensions and gages were treated as continuous variables in the
optimizations with the exception of stiffener metal gages and honeycomb core
which were fixed. For example, the vertically stiffened web and the corrugated
web both have 5 variables. The laminate properties required for structural
analyses were obtained from input tables of stiffnesses relative to properties
for equal thickness titanium and were determined from separate classical analysis
(7) of laminates having discrete titanium cladding and adhesive plies.
The design weights shown in Figure 8 are OPTRAN results except for the statically
indeterminate diagonally stiffened web which was manually iterated using NASTRAN
stress analysis data. The stiffened webs have weight allowances included for
titanium lands at stiffener holes. None of the weights have allowances for
edge details or fasteners. Honeycomb braze material and laminate adhesive
ply weight allowances were made. Because the computer-aided synthesis approach
involves considerable idealization, detail design weight increases are expected
with all of the concepts; the highest increases are anticipated with the
corrugated and the sandwich webs.
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Analysis of stresses and strains in the Ti-clad B/E web plate parts was accom-
plished using classical laminate analysis. A maximum filament strain criteria
was applied to the composite parts and the von Mises yield criterion was used
to evaluate the stress margin of safety in the titanium. The material design
allowables that governed are given in Appendix A. The important instability
failure modes that were analyzed are summarized below:
Diagonally-stiffened web
- stiffener column-type buckling (9 )
stiffener side crippling (9 )
- local panel buckling under combined loads (9 )
Corrugated web
- general instability(lO)
- local isotropic and orthotropic panel buckling(10)
Sandwich web
general instability under combined shear and bending loads'
S intracell face buckling( 11 )
intercell face buckling(12)
Vertically stiffened web
- metal yielding 8)
composite strain
local panel instability
( 18
'
2 3 )
general instability(10,18)
Because of the nearly isotropic bending stiffness properties possessed by the
metal-clad laminates, isotropic plate buckling theory was used for conservative
local panel buckling analysis. Simple edge supports were assumed, with no
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allowance for edge reinforcements, in all buckling analyses. Where combined
normal and shear in-plane loads were considered, a load interaction relation of
the form given in Appendix A was used (squared-type).
The buckling failure modes were constrained in the OPTRAN runs to be equal to
or greater than ultimate design loadings. This constraint enforces the designs
to have shear resistant behavior and yields lower-bound optimum structure
weights. While it is recognized that nonlinear buckling response can occur
because of initial imperfections or out-of-plane secondary loads, suitable
rational "knock down" factors or rapidly executable analysis methods are not
currently available in the literature for incorporation of nonlinear response
in a structural synthesis code. Therefore, the approach taken in the Phase I
design studies is to employ classical buckling analyses in the OPTRAN coding
and then improve the buckling constraint analyses based on the results of the
component tests in Phase III. The initial weight trades obtained in this
manner are believed to be realistic on a relative weight basis. The design
synthesis approach is also believed to define designs that are close to true
optimum weight and shear resistant for loads above limit design loads.
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3,5 Computer-Aided Detailed Design Definition
Having selected the baseline B/E reinforced web concept, the OPTRAN code for
this concept was refined to include the discrete web laminate variables shown
in Figures 9a and 9b. The discrete ply variable is chosen to be number of ply-
sets having 8 +450 B/E plys; this ply set configuration selection is based on
fabrication considerations given in Section 3.6. Also, allowances were made
for differences in local nominal laminate panel depth and the overall web
depth defined by the beam flange area separation; these allowances result in
calculation of correct beam bending loads for local panel strength analysis
and general instability analysis. A constant nominal thickness, as treated in
the screening studies, was maintained in order to simplify structural analysis
an. fabrication. The structural analyses that pertain to the OPTRAN model pre-
sented in Figures 9a and 9b are given in Appendix A. Structural dimensions
that are treated as constants are shown with their respective assumed values.
The results from OPTRAN weight trades for this model provide a definition -or
detailed design of the baseline B/E reinforced web and a comparative all-netal
web.
Idealized CGTRAN weight versus load trades are shown in Fi -re 10 for the
baseline B/E reinforced design concept and the baseline titanium shear resis-
tant web conce t having aluminum stiffeners. The definition of nominal weight
is given in Appendix A. The trades were generated by starting the OPTRAN cases
at high shear load and incrementing the load downward as successive optimum
designs were found. (The optimum weight for a case was treated as a -eight
constraint for the following case. Also, convergence was aided by conducting
a global search cycle only on the first high load case.) The optimum baseline
titanium web designs were obtained by considering the special case of zero web
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Figure 10 : SHEAR WEB WEIGHT TRADES
plate composite thickness and replacement of B/E stiffener flange reinforcement
with aluminum material.
Titanium intermediate buckling web designs are also represented in Figure 10
for weight.comparison purposes and were generated by an OPTRAN code utilizing
the analysis methods presented in Reference 13. (The intermediate buckling
web has single T-type stiffeners, 1.16 in2 area, at 20.7 in. spacing with a
0.135 in. web gage at the ultimate design shear load of 305000 lb.)
The idealized weight saving indicated by Figure 10 is 31% for the B/E rein-
forced web relative to the baseline titanium shear resistant web at the
ultimate design shear load requirement of 305000 lb. This weight saving
increases with increasing load. The discontinuous plot for the B/E reinforced
web reflects the changes in the optimum value for the discrete ply set variable
defined in Figure 9.
The data generated in the weight trade OPTRAN runs are tabulated in Table 1.
This data, together with tables of stiffness, constitutes a design data bank
for the specific design conditions shown in the table. The special baseline
B/E reinforced and all-metal web design cases are cases 14 and 20, respectively.
It is noteworthy that three failure modes out of a possible five governed the
baseline B/E reinforced design and that B/E ultimate strain is not a critical
failure mode. In all cases, the assumed minimum stiffener gage (Ts = 0.090 in.)
exceeds the design constraint given in Appendix A.
Data banks such as Table 1 which include additional load cases and configurations
can be incorporated in large finite element structural system optimization codes
such as described in References 14 and 15. The system optimization codes would
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Table la: OPTIMUM SHEAR WEB DESIGN DATA BANK
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then enter the data banks to establish an interpolated, approximately optimum
element designs as required for optimization interation of the system finite
element model.
Table 2 presents the web laminate properties associated with the optimum B/E
reinforced web cases having 2, 3 and 4 ply sets and other future cases having
up to 10 ply sets.
Structural analysis data that was computed by OPTRAN for the baseline B/E rein-
forced web design case 14 are given in Figures 11 (a and b) and 12. The
nomenclature and analyses related to this data may be found in Appendix A.
It should be noted that the total weight figure is higher than obtained in
the screening study (Figure 8) due to additional allowance for adhesive ply
weight penalties.
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Optimum Variable Values
Number of Ply Sets NPS = 2
Cladding Thickness T = 0.020 In
Stiffener height HS  = 1.74
SR
B/E Stiffener Reinforce- T = 0.051
ment thickness
Stiffener Spacing SS  = 6.38
Cladding Reinforcement T = 0.025
thickness CLR
Net Percentage of B/E in Nominal Laminate
78.7%
Maximum Composite Strain
= 4741 pe
von Mises Effective Cladding Stress
F = 100969 Lb/In2
e
Critical Panel Buckling Loads
Bending N2CRPI  = -7553 Lb/In
Shear N = 8358 Lb/In
.3CRPI
Stiffener Discrete Stiffnesses
EA = 5.29E6 Lb
EI = 1.06E7 Lb-In 2 about web laminate centerline
GJ = 3120 Lb-In2
Stiffened Web Stiffnesses
D11 = 1673041. In-Lb
D22 = 6230.
D33 = 3277.
Critical General Instability Loads
Bending N2CRGI = -9187. Lb/In
Shear N3CRGI = 8611. Lb/In
Figure lla Structural Analysis Data for Baseline
B/E Reinforced Web
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Net Percentage of B/E in Reinforced Laminate at Stiffener Fasteners
R 49.2%
Diagonal Tension Strain in Reinforced laminate at Stiffener Fastener Holes
ER7 3734 vE
Margins of Safety
Cladding yielding 0.25
Composite strain 0.27
Local Panel Buckling 0.00
General Instability 0.00
Material Failure at 0.00
Stiffener Fastener Holes
Idealized OPTRAN Weights
Web Laminate:
+450 B/E 3.06 Lb/Lin. Ft. of Beam
Nominal Cladding 3.07
(.020 in.)
Cladding Reinforce- 0.61
ment at Stiffeners
Adhesive Plies 1.83
Stiffeners:
Metal parts 2.21
Unidirectional B/E 0.42
Reinforcement
Total 11.20
Figure 11b Structural Analysis Data for Baseline
B/E Reinforced Web
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0.020 IN 6AL-4V M.A. TITANIUM CLADDING 1
16 1450 B/1 PLIES -
5 0.012 IN ADHESIVE PLIES
(REF. DWG SK-2-5085-117)
FIRST B/E PLY 0
QRIENTATION
-450 900
MEMBRANE
STIFFNESS 1.5189E 06 8.2885E 05 4.1321E 02 2.1059E 06 2.4732E 05 0.0
MATRIX 8.2885E 05 1.5189E 06 -4.1321E 02 2.4732E 05 2.1059E 06 0.0(Ali) 4.1321E 02 -4.1321E 02 ..9.3395E 05 .0,0 0.0 3.4800E 05
LB/IN. .
BENDING
STIFFNESS 6.2275E 03 2.4254E 03 6.0698E 01 6.9796E 03 1.5617E 03 0.0
MATRIX (DIj) 2.4254E 03 6.2274E 03 5.8772E 01 1.5617E 03 7.2187E 03 0.0
IN.-LB 6.0693E 01 5.8772E 01 2.7870E 03 0.0 0.0 1.9168E 03
Figure 12t BASELINE NOMINAL LAMINATE STIFFNESS PROPERTIES
3.6 Detailed Design of B/E Reinforced and All-Metal Shear Webs
Detailed designs were prepared for the baseline B/E reinforced and all-metal
shear web designs established by OPTRAN and are included as Dwgs. SK2-5085-101
and SK2-5085-102, respectively, in Appendix B. These drawings serve as a basis
for comparative weight and cost analyses.
Features of the B/E reinforced web design are shown in Figures 13a through 13d.
The webs are attached to the bulkheads (with integral beam flange material) and
side body longerons by simple angle connections. Diaphragm structure which is
required for support of propulsion system components can be attached at appropriate
stiffener fastener lines. In addition, means are illustrated of providing for
a cutout and structural diaphragm interfaces. The web plate laminate contains
two precured bonded ply set subassemblies complete with step-lap joint details.
Each iPy set has a balanced lay-up of 8 +45* B/E plies and a center adhesive
filler ply; this configuration results in a reasonably short step-lap joint
-ength (lower joint weight penalty) with an acceptable weight penalty associated
with adhesive filler and bondline plies.
The subassembly panels can be secondarily bonded to the titanium sheets which
are chem-milled to produce local reinforcement in joint and fastener hole areas
and predrilled in the B/E areas. Accurate positioning of the laminate lay-
up parts can be accomplished with temporary tooling. After curing, the B/E
material can be drilled out with conventional drills using the predrilled
holes as guides. Edge joint fastener holes can be drilled after laminate
curing and reamed to fit interfacing assemblies.
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Figure 13d: B/E REINFORCED SHEAR WEB DESIGN DETAILS
The stiffener B/E reinforcement can be precured with step-lap end joint details.
The B/E reinforcement, adhesive strips and cladding would then be fastened to
the joggled stiffeners at room temperature to minimize residual distortion after
elevated temperature curing of the adhesive. Aluminum cladding is applied to
the- exterior surface of stiffener reinforcement to provide a balanced laminate
together with the 0.020 in. portion of the chem-milled stiffener section.
The stiffener attachment leg gage of 0.090 in. was treated as a fixed dimension
in the OPTRAN weight trades. This gage exceeds the design requirement given
in Appendix A when the titanium land material is assumed to act effectively
with the stiffener leg in precluding web crippling between stiffener fasteners.
In order to simplify fabrication of the web step-lap edge joint details, the
details are chem-milled in strips and machined to butt-fit at the web corners as
shown in Figure 13b. This detailing precludes chem-milling large picture frame
step-lap joint details and results in cost savings. The butt splice continuity
is provided by B/E ply lapping and the secondary laminate bondlines since the
splices are staggered. This simple splice detailing is made possible because
strains in the splice areas are significantly reduced by presence of the
reinforced titanium cladding which is illustrated in Figure 13c.
The cutout shown in Figure 13d is detailed in Dwg. SK2-5085-124 in Appendix B
and was established from design charts given in Reference 16 which are based on
charts given in Reference 17. The use of available metal structure design charts
for sizing the hole reinforcement rings is believed to be justified in this case
because the cutout area is essentially all-metal. A cutout diameter of 6.0 in.
and an effective ultimate tensile strength of the shear web of 100,000 lb/in2
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were assumed in entering the design charts. The titanium reinforcement ring
area specified by the design charts for the ultimate design shear loading of
7625 Ib/in. was factored by the ratio of titanium/aluminum elastic moduli tb
transform the area to an equal stiffness aluminum section. The fasteners are
sized to have excess margin with respect to shear flow around the bolt circles.
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3.7 Detailed Design Comparisons
The detailed web designs have weights that are above the OPTRAN weights computed
for the idealized nominal web. It is important to recognize weight penalties
as they may occur and to use corrected weights in computing cost-benefit assess-
ments. What details are charged as weight penalties against the idealized
OPTRAN weights is a function of how the webs would actually be integrated into
the adjacent structure. In this study, it is assumed that the reinforced web
material located under the flange connection angles and in the end panels
function as effective flange areas, load post area or longeron areas (end
panels are usually reinforced as a matter of good design practice), as the
case may apply. Therefore, the only chargeable weight penalties are considered
to be the exposed reinforced step-lap joint areas along the beam flanges,
stiffener end details, and cutout reinforcement areas. Slight weight penalties
are also produced by having an integer ply count for B/E reinforcement and
adhesive plies in the stiffener flanges. These penalties, applied to the net
web depth of 34.5 in. for the detailed design drawings in Appendix B, alter
the OPTRAN web weights given in Table 1 to 11.8 lb/lin.ft. for the baseline
B/E reinforced web and 15.6 lb/lin.ft. for the baseline all-metal web design.
The resultant weight saving then becomes 24% for the B/E reinforced web rela-
tive to the all-metal design. With the 6 in. diameter cutout shown in
SK2-5085-124 (Appendix B) the weight saving for the net web changes to 20%
compared to the all-metal design having an identical cutout.
In terms of cost, the web designs compare as shown in Figure 14. The web
design costs were estimated on the basis of CY1973 one unit fabrication
cost; the costs include quality assurance surveillance under production
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conditions. Current material prices were applied to arrive at direct material
cost. The costs are for the full gross web sizes shown in the detailed
drawings. The weights are based on the net web dimensions (depth = 34.5 in.).
The cost per pound of weight saving associated with the net B/E reinforced
web is $247 by this analysis which is an acceptable figure when the benefits
to the Space Shuttle are taken into account. It should be noted that cost
analyses of this type are very dependent on the assumptions made and the
final hardware details; for example, if the idealized OPTRAN weights are
used, the cost per pound of weight saving reduces to $160.
In a separate analysis, the titanium sheets of the B/E reinforced web were
hypothetically substituted with an equivalent stiffness quasi-isotropic lay-up
of B/E (12 extra plies of 0 +600 B/E). In this case, the net web weight
savings for the B/E reinforced web changes to 36%, the web cost increases to
$34,000 and the cost per pound of weight saving increases to $400. In
general, this design concept would require more technology development (e.g.
fastening stiffeners to web) and would therefore have significantly higher
developmental risk, both in cost and in meeting service conditions.
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OPTRAN IDEALIZED WEB NET WEB >
BE TITANIUM B/E TITANIUMREINFORCED Ti .REINFORCED TI
d = d d d REINFORCED Ti (SK2-5085-102)
34.5" 40"'  34.5" 40" (SK2-5085-101)
SHEAR WEB WEIGHT (LB/T) 9.7 11.2 14.1 16.3 11.8 15.6
WEIGHT SAVINGS 31% REF 24% REF
LB B/E PER LB WEIGHT SAVING 0.600 0.676 -
DIRECT MATERIAL COSTS > $6500 $1750
ESTIMATED FABRICATION COST > $25,000 $18,000
COST/AB OF WEIGHT SAVING $190 $160 REF. REF. $247 REF
> NET WEB DEPTH ' 34.5 INa
>CY 1973 ONE UNIT COST. BASED ON GROSS WEB DIMENSIONS (40 IN. X 98.00 IN.)
Figure 14: SHEAR WEB DESIGN COST COMPARISONS
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
4.0 STRUCTURAL ELEMENT TEST PROGRAM
The B/E reinforced shear web design contains unique details which must be
substantiated by testing before the concept can be considered as a candidate
for production hardware. Initial testing was conducted on structural test
elements simulating eight areas in the design concept where design data was
judged to have been needed:
Stiffener fastener holes
Step-lap edge joint splices
Stiffener-to-web plate attachment
Net section laminate strength
Laminate bending stiffness
Stiffener crippling
Laminate bearing strength
Flaw growth in titanium cladding
These element tests were completed in Phase I; the results, described in the
following sections, substantiate the design concept with respect to local
behavior of the details and allow structural testing to proceed to large scale
assemblies which will be tested in Phase III of the program. The element tests
were conducted to simulate the cyclic load and temperature design environments.
Testing in other environments, such as the acoustic and thrust oscillation
environments given in Section 3.2, were not considered to be necessary for design
substantiation.
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4.1 Tension Element Testing
The most critical aspect of the B/E reinforced design is the amount of
titanium that is required at stiffener fastener holes. In order to establish
a basis for design, a number of drilled tension specimens were tested having
various cladding thicknesses and a basic 0-90* B/E lay-up simulating the
tension component of principal strain conditions in the shear resistant web
laminate. Photographs of the type of specimens that were tested are shown in
Figures 15 and 16; the various cladding thicknesses shown were produced by
chem-milling the 6AL-4V mill annealed titanium. Some specimens, such as the
simulated web strain specimen, had nominal 0.020 inch titanium sections
together with reinforced step-lap end joints. In all specimens, the holes
were made using conventional high speed steel drills with care taken not to
burr the cladding nor to overheat the laminate material.
Figure 17 illustrates several different types of laminates that were tested
in addition to the baseline (BL) design laminate. The lay-up variations
produced marked differences in the test results as will be discussed later.
Table 3 presents a summary of the tension element tests. The 1.5 inch wide
(W) specimens with a B lay-up, and the E lay-up specimens have the simulated
web strain specimen configuration shown in Figure 15; all other specimens
have the coupon.configuration depicted in Figure 16. The % B/E factor is
based on the structural laminate thickness (less adhesive plies) and the
summed ET factor represents the gross specimen stiffness in the hole-out
area, unless otherwise noted. The EULT item is the gross ultimate strain
at failure computed in the vicinity of the hole, unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 15: TENSION TEST ELEMENTS
Figure 16: TENSION TEST ELEMENT
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4 4 4 4 4
4 8 4 4 4
44 44 4 44 4 4
4 4
6AL - 4VM.A. TITANIUM 4
METLBOND 329 ADHESIVE
(0.012 IN NOMINAL THICKNESS)
B/ PLIES (0.005 IN NOMINAL
PLY THICKNESS)
0 -90 OR + 450 LAY-UPS USED
LAY-UP DESIGNATION USED IN DATA TABLES
16/0 - 90/BL
ORIENTATION
NUMBER OF B/ PLIES
Figure 17: TENSION ELEMENT LAY-UP ARRANGEMENTS
Table 3: TENSION ELEMENT- TEST DATA
COUPON SPECIMENS
SPECIMEN LOAD N TCL ET ULT CYCLED HOLELOADx AT HOLE % B/E (10 400TO NOTES
NUMBER LB IN LB/IN IN0TO DIA NOTESLB/IN (LB)
1 16/0-90/A 22600 1.95 11600 .0535 45.1 3.07 3776 - 0.25
2 22900 1,95 11700 .054 44.9 3.09 3789 13300
3 23360 1.95 12000 .055 44.5 3.12 3850 16600
4 20500 1.95 10500 .051 46.6 2.98 3528
5 21200 1.92 10900 .050 47.1 2.94 3702 13300
6 22100 1.95 11300 .050 . 47.1 2.94 3840 13300
7 24600 1.95 12600 .052 46.1 3.00 4189 13300
8 22000 1.95 11300 .051 46.3 3.00 3775 16600
9 21700 1.95 11100 .052 46.1 3.00 3690 16600
10 21080 1.95 11200 .049 47.6 2.91 3846 13300
11 19660 1.95 10100 .046 49.4: 2.80 3607 -
12 20520 1.95 10500 .046 48.9 2.83 .3708 13300
13 18080 1.95 9250 .041 51.8 2.67 3570 13300
14 19240 2.0 9850 .041 51.8 2.67 3689 16600
15 17320 1.95 8900 .036 55.0 2.51 3550 13300
16 17500 1.87 9000 .037 54.3 2.54 3538 16600
17 20000 1.95 10200 .052 46.1 3.00 3400 13300 0.1875
18 23200 1.98 11700 .052 46.1 3.00 3900 13300 0.1875
19 24100 1.93 12500 .052 45.8 3.00 4.170 13300 0.125
20 24500 1.95 12600 .052 46.1 3.00 4200 13300 0.125
SSG-1 22800 1.94 11800 .050 47.1 2.94 4000 - 0.25
Tpbl 3 8 (CoD med)
TNSON EL EN T TEST DATA
SIMULATDO WEB MSTP SVPBE ENS_
SPECMEN LOAD W N "CL IET UL CYCLED HOLELAY-UP AT HOLE /o BA (10 400TO DA NOTESNUMBER 9 LB /IN N L N .__
I _____ N _ _ e)
21 16/0-90/0 20080 150 3850 0 049 47°3 2,93 4730 .2522 19980 13320 .047 48Q4 2,86 465123 18580 12387 o043 50, 6 2 74 452724 16940 11293 ,044 50,4 2Q,75 410425 17200 11467 0040 52.7 2Q62 4370
26 17100 11400 .041 51.8 2.67 426627 15440 10293 .035- 55.8 2.48 415828 17320 11547 .043 50.6 2 73 4225 3530
"29 15840 10560 9041 51.9 2.66' 3966 3530
30 18560 12373 .046 48.9 2Q83 4374 4450
31 15260 10173 .040 52,1 2,65 3835 4450
32 14220 9480 .035 55.7 2Q 48 382333 22000 14667 .056 44°,0 3.15 465334 3920 1.99 1976 0 100 1.36 1450
SG-2 16300 1.98 8230 020 68.9 1.96 4250
SG3 3720 198 1800 0 100 1,36 1380
SG-4 21700 1.50 14450 .060 .42o2 3.38 4270
.029 60.2 2Q19 6600
[I EULT CALCULATED FOR REINFORCED SECTION
e ULT MEASURED IN UNREINFORCED SECTION (TCL 0.020)
FAILED IN UNREINFORCED SECTION, ALL OTHERS FAILED AT THE HOLE
Table 3: (Continued)
TENSION ELEMENT -TEST-DATA"
COUPON SPECIMENS
SPECIMEN LOAD W N T CL ET EULT CYCLED HOLELAY-UP AT HOLE % B/E (10 6) e 400,TO DIA NOTESNUMBER LAY-UP LB. IN LB/IN IN LIA
LB/IN (LB)
35 32/0-90/C 66240 2.0 33080 .125 41.3 6.82 4840 .25
SG-5 66500 33325 .125 41.3 6.82 4860
36 24/0-90/D 37500 18750 .063 51.0 4.06. 4620
37 16/0-90/BL 66600 33300 .125 26.0 5.41 6150
38 34000 17000 .060 35.5 3.28 5180
39 29700 14850 .050 46.8 2.96 5020 1660040 29600 14800 .050 5000 16600
41 28800 14400 .050 4860 16600
42 41300 20650 .063 41.2 2.44 8450 None
43 41100 20500 8400 28500
44 40200 20100 8200 28500
45 16/+45/BL 36600 18300 7500
46 38800 19400 7950 28700
47 39600 19800 8100
SG-6 16/0-90/81B 27500 13750 .05Q' 46.8 2.96 4650 0.25
Tablo 38 (C@ntuH d)'
TENSION ELEMENT TEST DAA
SMULATD WEB MWI SPECIMENS
SPECIMEN LOAD W N TCL O ET ULT CYCLED HOLE
UMBER LAY-UP N LB/N HOLE % B/ (10% A 400aTO DIA NOTESUMBER B N LB/IN DN DI
LBIN >
48 8/0O0/I 8000 1,0 8000 ,012 64, 7 1.03 7800 NONE
49 8260 8260 8250 4450
50 8060 8060 8100 4450
51 7260 7260 7650
52 7160 7160 0063 24.7 6950 4450 5/32
53 6080 6080 012 64 7 5200 3525
54 732320 7320 043 33,5 7120 4450
55 5220 5220 o012 64 . 4450 4450
56 7000 7' 000 .033 44.3 7325 3525
57 7380 7380 .027 46.8 7300 3525
SNOMINAL UNRENFORCED SECTION STIFFNESS(TL = 0012)
E CALCULATED FOR UNREtNFORCED SECTION
eS LOADED 43 HRS TO 35258 PRIOR TO FAJPWRE
F FAILED ON 15th LOAD CYCLE
, FAILED IN UNREINFORCED SECTION
Cyclic loading simulating the design requirements and temperatures were applied
to the specimens as noted. Two cyclic load levels were applied; a level simu-
lating the gross diagonal tension load at limit load (13,300 lb.) and a higher
load (16600 lb.) which increases the peak elastic hole strain to the theoretical
elastic level for the tension-compression diagonal strain field existing in a pure
shear web. Cyclic loads and temperatures did not have a significant effect on
the ultimate strain results.
Hole diameters of 0.25 in. and smaller were tested. However, insufficient data
was obtained for diameters other than the baseline 0.25 in. to support any
conclusions. Some specimens were tested without holes and these sustained
very high strain levels prior to failure. All specimens, except for specimen
45 having +450 B/E, exhibited essentially linear behavior up to failure. It
is noteworthy that in all cases the specimens failed either in hole-out sections
or in unreinforced laminate areas. No failures occurred in end areas having
reinforced titanium even though conventional mechanical grips were used; this
demonstrates the effectiveness of the reinforcement lands in alleviating
joint strain.
Figure 18 is a plot of ultimate strain versus net B/E content for all tension
elements that failed in the hole-out section. The data is the basis for the
preliminary reinforcement design function included in the OPTRAN code analyses
described in Appendix A. The function is chosen to be conservative, as discussed
later. The data scatter is attributed to different behavior of the layups that
were tested and appears to increase as the B/E content increases. The two
specimens tested without cladding (100% B/E content) failed at remarkably low
strains in a manner indicating rapid, brittle crack growth. A data point from
the shear web element testing which will be discussed in Section 4.2 is shown
to correlate with the tension element test data.
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L FOR 6AL-4V
600 - -0 ---- UL DESIGN STRAIN ALLOWABLE FOR B/
'.
SHEAR WEB
ZELEMENT 0
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, PRELIMINARY
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2000
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% B/1 IN LAMINATE
Figure 18: DATA USED IN OPTRAN TO ESTABLISH
TI-CLADDING REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENT
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Figure 19: SHEAR WEBS TENSION ELEMENT TEST DATA COMPARISON
The data in Figure 18 is replotted in Figure 19 for the region of interest for
titanium reinforcement lands. Data from layup A were typically below the
other layups because this layup has higher strain concentration, as discussed
later, and no division of the B/E ply groups on each side of the centerline
adhesive ply. Division of the B/E ply groups apparently retards crack growth
propagation to ply groups adjacent to the center groups, where initial fracturing
occurs. The baseline (BL) laminate has high performance because of its high
degree of ply group divisioning. The preliminary design function is located well
below the baseline laminate data and the shear web element test point. The
baseline laminate specimens which were load cycled have slightly higher strengths
than the uncycled specimen. Other load cycled specimens have lower strengths
than comparable uncycled specimens; however, the differences in strengths are
small.
Six specimens were strain gaged as shown in Figures 20, 21 and 22 so that the
laminate strain response could be better understood. In addition to gages
placed on the titanium, cladding gages were located inside the holes on the
titanium and on the laminate centerline as shown in Figure 23. The gages
used in the holes were small single element gages oriented in the plane of
the laminate.
Figure 24 presents strain gage and acoustic emission results for specimen SG-1,
which is a layup B specimen. The peak B/E strains at the center of the
laminate are essentially linear up to the ultimate strain capability of boron
filaments. In the elastic range the strain concentration factor is 4.66 com-
pared to the theoretical plane stress value of 3.4, based on classical
orthotropic strain concentration analysis (18). This indicates a definite
deviation from plane stress elastic response in the hole area. The strain
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Figure 20: STRAIN GAGED TENSION SPECIMEN SG-2
Figure 21: STRAIN GAGED TENSION SPECIMEN SG-3
Figure 22: STRAIN GAGED TENSION SPECIMEN SG-4
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SPECIMEN SG -1,2 & 3 SPECIMEN SG-5 SPECIMEN 50-6
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GAGE 3GAGE 4
SEC B-BSEC A-A BOTH SIDES SEC C-C SEC D-D
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E E
F F
SEC E -E SECI F-F
Figure 23: HOLE STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS
SIGNIFICANT ACOUSTIC EMISSION EVENTS
SPECIMEN SG-1
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TI STRAIN NEAR HOLE
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LOAD 103 LB/I N
Figure. 24: TENSION TEST STRAIN/ACOUSTIC EMISSION RESULTS
concentration in the titanium appears to be very localized at the hole. After
initial B/E fracture, the titanium begins to behave non-linearly indicating
fracture zone growth. The gages on the B/E failed due to local crack growth
at loads which are approximately the same as the limit load level in the
baseline B/E reinforced web. Other strain gages not shown in the figure
indicated that the yield zone in the titanium progressed past gages 7 and 8
to about 3 radii out from the hole center at specimen failure. The acoustic
emission recording, represented in Figure 24, shows little activity until
titanium yielding at the hole edge allows large laminate strain increments.
The acoustic signature is relatively low during initial B/E fracturing
compared to the events near specimen failure.
Figures 25, 26, and 27 present additional load-strain plots corresponding to
the baseline layup specimen SG-6. The computer plotting instructions limited
the strains to a maximum of 12,000 pe in order to enhance the curve resolution
in the region of interest. The data is similar to the other specimens except
for the initial peak strain concentration factors (KI). These factors are
given in Figure 28 and were obtained by dividing the initial slope of the
hole centerline gage by the average slope of the free-field gages. The data
for the SG-1, 5 and 6 specimens, which have titanium reinforcement lands on
the order of what is specified in the web design, indicates that the layup A
specimens have the highest KI. This partially explains why the layup A speci-
mens have lower ultimate strains in Figure 19. The KI factor for the baseline
layup specimen is closest to the theoretical plane stress value of 3.4;
however, definite deviation from plane stress response is noted in-comparing
the B/E and metal KI differences. The metal KI factors approach the classical
value of 3.0 given by isotropic plate theory.
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MAXIMUM B/E% B/E INITIAL FRACTURE FREE FIELD
SPECIMEN LAY -UP 'AT HOLE KI  STRAIN ULTIMATE NOTES
SG-I 16/0 - 90/A 47 I1 4.66 - 700 4000 FAILURE OCCURED
AT THE HOLE
SG-2 16/0-90/ 68 9 5, 13 -- 6800 4250 M AaLURE OCCURED
AT THE HOLE
SG-3 16/0-90/8 100 6.75 6750 1380 NO TI CLADDING.
FAILURE OCCURED
AT THE HOLE
SG-4 16/0-90/B 42.2 4.0 3.53 6300 4270 SPECIMEN WITH
CHEM-MILLED
CLADDING
FAILURE OCCURED It
THIN SECTION WITH
0.020 CLADDING
SG-5 32/0-90/BL 41.3 3,95 3°00 7400 4860 FAILURE OCCURED
AT THE HOLE
SG-6 16/0-90/BL 46.8 3,72 31,12 7400 8100 FAILURE OCCURED
AT THE HOLE
Figure 28: STRAIN CONCENTRATION DATA COMPARISONS
Strain data from specimen SG-4 (Figure 22) indicates that the strains
measured by SG-1 (at the edge of the specimen on the reinforcement land)
are 70% of the free-field values given by SG-9. The SG-l strain can be
treated as the average strain in the reinforced land section and is 9%
higher than predicted by the relation given in Appendix A.
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4.2 Shear Web Element Testing
Two tests of shear web elements (18 by .25 in.) were conducted to substantiate
the design web with respect to edge joint details, stiffener-to-web attachment
and laminate strength. The two web elements were placed in one side of a center-
loaded test beam and loaded to failure at 345,000 lb. and 334,000 lb., respec-
tively. In both tests, 400 load cycles to 195,000 lb., which corresponds to
the limit shear loading in the design web, were applied prior to loading to
failure. Details of the shear web element are given on Dwg. SK-25085-112 in
Appendix B. The web elements are identical to the full-scale baseline design
web except for plan configuration and stiffener details. The chem-milled
nominal laminate panels are visible in the photographs that follow. The
stiffeners are not reinforced with B/E but have identical web and attachment
leg gages (.090 in.) as in the baseline design web.
Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the failed web element number 1. The stiffeners
appear to have functioned properly in precluding buckle propagation past the
stiffeners in both tests. Failure of the element occurred by tearing at the
stiffener fastener holes along a diagonal line as shown by Figure 31 which is
a view of the web element with the titanium chem-milled off.
Figures 32 to 35 are close-up views of the respective corners marked in Figure
31; these views demonstrate that in no case did the step-lap joint corner
splice details fail to function properly; there is no evidence of bondline or
B/E failure in these areas. In corner B (Figure 33), the step-lap butt splices
are intact in spite of large yield deformations visible in Figure 31. In
corner D (Figure 35) the B/E ply is -shown to be unfractured where it crosses
the step-lap butt splice (a resin ridge appears in the photograph).
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Figure 31: TEST WEB ELEMENT NO. 1 (Ti-CLADDING CHEM-MILLED OFF)
Figure 32: CORNER A
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Figure 33: CORNER B
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Figure 34: CORNER C
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Figure 35: Corner D
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Figure 36 shows the second web element that was tested; Less post-failure
deformation was produced because of less load machine head travel after
fracture of the B/E material. An x-ray of the web element taken after
failure is shown in Figure 37; the B/E tension fracture patterns are clearly
visible and intersect the holes along a diagonal line. Figure 38 is a typical
x-ray of a corner step-lap detail after testing which indicates that no 
failure
occurred in the step-lap splice areas.
The peak principal strain conditions experienced by the web elements 
are shown
in Figure 39. These principal strains were computed from strains measured by
the rosette strain gages that are indicated as SG-8, etc. The tension strains
shown, while probably not the highest tension strains existing in the nominal
laminate area, are above the baseline design web requirementof 4741 Ps given
in Figure 11. The peak principal compression and shear strains also have high
magnitudes. On a shear loading basis, the average ultimate shear load 
is 9400
Ib/in. which is 23.5% above the design requirement. However, the average flange
strain due to beam bending is calculated to be 1740 1E at the beam quarter
point compared to the design requirement of 4000 wp, which allows the higher
shear loading. The tests demonstrated the capability of the reinforced
baseline design laminate to carry the required diagonal tension load.
Figure 40 presents the strain gage locations for web element number 
1. -Also
shown is the finite element grid employed in the NASTRAN analysis to be dis-
cussed later. In this test, rosette gages were located in the nominal laminate
areas and on the reinforced step-lap joint areas. Figures 41 to 46 are plots
of the principal strains and angles computed from digitalized strain data
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Figure 36: WEB ELEMENT NO. 2
* 0
* 0
Figure 37: X-RAY OF SHEAR WEB ELEMENT NO. 2 AFTER TEST
Figure 38: X-RAY OF SHEAR WEB ELEMENT AT REACTION CORNER AFTER TEST
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Figure 41: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 1 ROSETTE NO. 1
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Figure 42: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT I ROSETTE NO. 2
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Figure 43: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 1 ROSETTE NO. 5
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Figure 44: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT I ROSETTE NO. 7
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Figure 45: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 1 ROSETTE NO. 8
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Figure 46: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 1 ROSETTE NO. 12
recorded for the gages noted. The principal tension angle is with respect to
the vertical axis and is correctly plotted above 50,000 lb. load. Significantly
reduced strain levels exist in the reinforced joint areas as indicated by gages
SG-5 and SG-12.
The peak strains are associated with the back-to-back gages SG-7 and 8 with a
definite display of buckling response. At the failure load, the SG-7 strains
give an effective von Mises stress in the cladding that is 125,000 lb/in.2 which
is close to the titanium allowable yield stress (126,000 lb/in.2) and well past
the proportional limit. Therefore, inelastic buckling deformations were occuring
which testifies to the toughness of the laminate. Since the response is linear
considerably past the limit shear load level of 195,000 lb., the web-element
laminate is considered to be shear resistant.
The gage locations for web element number 2 are shown in Figure 47. Gages were
placed in this test on the nominal laminate and reinforced stiffener land areas.
Figure 48 presents the measured tension and compression strains for the stiffener
land gages SG-10 and SG-11, which very nearly are principal strains. The data
plot discontinuities which occurred at 200,000 lb load are a result of machine
loading control switchover from manual to a function (ramp) generator. This
switchover inadvertently resulted in a change in loading rate from the 300 kips/
min rate followed to the limit load (195,000 lb), to 1,500 kips/min from limit
load to the failure load (20,000 lb). By extrapolating the linear portion
of the tension data out to the failure load and treating the resulting strain
of 4400 pE as the middle surface strain, a value for maximum tension strain is
obtained which is plotted with the tension element data in Figures 18 and 19.
The correlation between the tension element and the shear element test data is
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Flgure 48: REINFORCED CLADDING STRAIN DATA USED IN TENSION ELEMENT DATA CORRELATION
good. The measured strains from SG-10 and SG-11 (on stiffener land) are almost
as high as the strains in the adjacent unreinforced titanium area which indi-
cates bending effects are present in these strains. Plots of principal strains
and angles for other selected gages are shown in Figures 49 to 52. The data
appears to be similar to data from the first web element test.
A finite element model of the shear web element and the test beam framework
was established using the NASTRAN code (19) for test data evaluation purposes.
The orthotropic plate elements in this model are shown in Figure 53; the ortho-
tropic material properties that pertain to these elements are given in Figure
75 and were derived from the classical laminate analysis "esults for the respec-
tive reinforced and hominal laminate parts (the nominal laminate stiffness
data appears in Figure 12). The test structure was load modeled as a symmetric
half-span and was analyzed for the ultimate test load condition for web element
number 1.
The principal strains and angles given in Figures 54 through 57 were calculated
from the results of a NASTRAN static stress analysis. The principal strains
are calculated by a separate computer code using classical orthotropic strain
analysis and principal strain transformations. The NASTRAN stress data is
automatically obtained from the checkpoint/restart tape generated during the
NASTRAN run (NASTRAN normally does not place stresses on the checkpoint/restart
tape, so a simple "Alter" to checkpoint file OES1 is made).
The principal strain output is printed in a grid format simulating the finite
element model grid as shown in Figures 54 to 57. This format, which simulates
the plate model given in Figure 53, is convenient in correlating data from
strain gage instrumentation.
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Figure 49: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 2 ROSETTE NO. 8
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Figure 50: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 2 ROSETTE NO. 9
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Figure 51: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB ELEMENT 2 ROSETTE NO. 12
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Figure 52: PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA FOR WEB' ELEMENT 2 ROSETTE NO. 13
>. (SAME AS TEST WEB ELEMENT 92
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Fgure 53: NASTRAN PQUAD ELEMENT MODEL
(HALF SPAN MODELED)
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Figure 54: PRINCIPAL TENSION STRAIN DISTRIBUTION (MICROSTRAIN)
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figure 55: PRINCIPAL COMPRESSION STRAIN DISTRIBUTION (MICROSTRAIN)
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Figure 56: PRINCIPAL SHEAR STRAIN DISTRIBUTION (MICROSTRAIN)
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Figure 57: PRINCIPAL STRAIN AXIS ANGLE DISTRIBUTION (DEGREES)
Principal strain axis angles, as given in Figure 57, are relative to the vertical
axis, counterclockwise being negative; the positive and negative angles refer
to the principal tension and compression axes, respectively. The correlation
between the NASTRAN and linearized test strain data is good considering the
coarse finite element grid layout. For example, the linearized principal tension
strain response at failure for SG-7, web element 1, is 4800 pE; the NASTRAN value
in this location is approximately 5400 -e.
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4.3 Bending Stiffness Element Testing
Several bending stiffness tests of the nominal baseline laminate were conducted
to evaluate the classical laminate analysis coding incorporated in the OPTRAN
code for the baseline B/E reinforced web. The bending stiffness correlation
presented in Figure 58 is good for a 0-900 specimen layup. For a +450 layup,
the analytical predictions are high due to non-uniform strain distributions at
the specimen.edges which is a characteristic of angle-ply specimens. The
laminate analyses were conducted with nominal laminate thicknesses corrected
for adhesive bleed-out. Separate measurement tests have indicated that the
METLBOND 329 (a high flow adhesive system) nominal cured thickness in a large
panel is 0.012 in. and within a 2 in. edge distance high bleed-out occurs. All
of the specimen thickness deviation from nominal was assumed to have occurred
in the adhesive plies for the predictions shown.
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" --- -- ---- -- 5 .0 1N " - - --. -5.0 I BASEIUNE lAMINATE
16 BA/ PLIES (0.0055 IN. THK.EACH)
5 ADHESIVE PLIES (0.012 IN. THK.
EACH LESS BLEED-OUT)
_ 
_ 0.020 NOMINAL TI CLADDING
T ACTUAL ASSUMED ENTER DING C CSPECIMEN PLY SET avg CADD ADHESIVE P STIFFNES LSILA-CLA IN THDDI PLY THK. AFTER L DEFL (IN LB) ANALYSISLAY.-upc BLEED-OUT INRj IN TEST BEAM BENDINGE BL -OUT.. . . DEF. E. STIFFNESS
IA 0-900 .170 0.021 .008 890, 0.2 5800 5656
IB 0-90o .171 0.021 
.0082 445. 0.1 5775 5733
2A +45O .170 0.021 
.008 910. 0.25 4725 5081
28 + 450 
.169 0.021 
.0078 355. 0.1 4620 5013
Figure 58: 'BENDING ELEMENT TEST DATA
4.4 Stiffener Element Testing
Stiffener crippling tests were performed to substantiate the integrity of the
bonded stiffener assembly detailed in Dwg. SK2-5085-118. These tests were
conducted on straight and joggled sections, illustrated in Figure 59, in
simple end compression. The straight sections tested to an order-of-magnitude
above the actual loads in a shear resistant web (based on the finite element
analysis results described in Section 5.2). Buckling predictions furnished
by the BUCLASP code (20) show good correlation with the critical test loads
for two of the three straight stiffener elements as shown in Figure 60. The
BUCLASP model consisted of 2, 1, and 1 longitudinal elements for the laminate
flange, the web and the metal flange, respectively. Loading of the joggled
section was terminated after yielding of the metal joggle area initiated; the
bonded areas were undamaged.
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Figure 59: STIFFENER TEST ELEMENT
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P 0.90 ALUMINUM7075-T6
6I -8 -o 0.0055 INSB/E PLIES + 0.012 CENTERS.ADHESIVE PLY
GROUND - 0.090 0.020
0.25 IN -- 1.5 0.056
JOGGLE BASIC STIFFENER SECTION
" STEP-LAP JOINT
B/t REINFORCEMENT
SPECIMEN TEST BUCLASP NOTES
P(R LB PREDICTION
27,600 28,100 STRAIGHT SECTION'
2 25,800 28,100 STRAIGHT SECTION . REF. DWG.
SK2-5085,-3 28,200 28,100 STRAIGHT SECTION 118
4 14,000 - JOGGLED END SECTION
CRITICAL BUCLASP MODE SHAPE m - 3
FIgure 60: STIFFENER ELEMENT TEST DATA
4.5 Corner Element Testing
Figure 61 shows corner test elements, with and without loading fixture plates.
The corner elements simulate the corner areas in the baseline design web with
respect to titanium thickness, 16 ply +450 B/E layup, and step-lap detail butt
splices under diagonal tension loading condition. Figure 62 presents the
ultimate strength results after initial thermal and load cycling. The specimens
failed in the B/E area away from the corner step-lap details (the cracks in
the cladding that are visible in the photograph occured after the cladding
debonded from the fractured B/E). Figures 63 and 64 are x-rays of the second
test specimen, before and after testing; there is no apparent damage sustained
in the spliced corner step-lap joint details.
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Fiur 6: CONE TEST:i-:: ELMN WIT AN WTHOT LADNG LATS TTAHE
BUTT-SPUCED STEP-LAP DETAILS
o o ( 2 8-STEP DETAILS WITH
IN o  oo NSTAGGERED BUTT -SPLICES)
O I / 0 0
BASELINE LAY-UP
16/ 0-90/tL
0.063 TI 6A1-4V M.A. CLADDING
P N ET- eSPECIMEN ULT x ULT NOTES
LB ILB/N 106 LB/IN
I 205000 22400 3.38 6620 CYCLED 400 - 0 to 63000 LB
2 215000 23900 3.38. 7050 CYCLED 400,' -100 to + 250o
AND 400- o 0 to 63000 LB
Flgure 62: SPLICED STEP-LAP DETAIL ELEMENT TEST DATA.
Figure 63: X-RAY OF CORNER TEST ELEMENT NO. 2 BEFORE TEST
Figure 64: X-RAY OF CORNER TEST ELEMENT NO. 2 AFTER TESTING
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4.6 Bearing Specimen Testing
Conventional fastenet bearing tests were conducted on specimens of the type
shown in Figure 65, The tests demonstrate bearing load capability of the
reinforced baseline design laminate which is on the order of 6A1-4V mill
annealed titanium alone. The tests were conducted with a large edge distance
to represent isolated fasteners located away from the shear web edges, such
as would be required for miscellaneous brackets too small to require special
titanium step-lap joint inserts in the laminate. No significant differences
in the ultimate bearing stresses are apparent due to load cycling, thermal
cycling or long duration loading prior to static loading to failure.
The ultimate bearing stresses, as reported above, are interpreted as shown on
Figure 66, The +495 layup specimens typically behave differently than the
0-90' specimens as illustrated by the respective plots (Figure 67). The +450
specimens exhibit greater ductility which is characteristic of angle-ply
layups. In both cases, loading was terminated before net-section tension
failure. The high bearing strengths achieved in these tests indicate the
effectiveness of the titanium lands in reinforcing hole areas having complex
strain distributions.
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Figure 65: BEARING TEST SPECIMEN
2.0 T
BASELINE PLY ARRANGEMENT
16 PLY BA LAY-UP . HOLE WITH 95KSi SHEAR
5 ADHESIVE PLIES FASTENER IN DOUBLE SHEAR o0375 PN DIA
N (GHTENED BY HAND TO SNUG0.063 TI CLADDING CONDITION)
ALL FAILURES ARE BEARING FAILURES
SPECIMEN PLY-SET UT AV FRU NOTES
LAY-UP P ULTaPG o
1 [>j 16/0-90/BL 20.0 0o 270 197 E THERMAL CYCLED
2 17, 2 0.261 172.5 400'U0- D O 2560 -F
3 19.0 0,256 198
4 9:> 17,3 0.263 182 > LOAD CYCLED
5 i. i 20.7 0.256 215 400' 0 TO 12300 LBS
6 6 z LOAD CYCLED
7 16/± 45/BL 22.0 0.257 228 400L 0 TO 15800 LS
8 20.6 0.260 212
9 _ 20.0 0.261 204 > LOADED 30 HR$
10 I 19.8 0.257 206 TO 12300 LBS
11 18.6 0.256 194 LOADED 30 HRS
12f TO 14700 LBS
0,0035 IN OVERSIZE
HOLE
Figure 66: BEARING ELEMENT TEST DATA
._LOUD CRACKING
20000 SPECIMEN NO. 4
(16/± 45/1 L)
NO. 9
LOAD (16/0-90/tL)
(LB.) DEFINITION F BEARING
STRENGTH FBRU
10000
0 0.016 0.032 0.048
FASTENER DEFLECTION (IN,)
Figure 67: BEARING TEST .LOAD-DEFLECTION DATA
4.7 Flaw Growth Element Testing
A preliminary investigation of the flaw growth behavior of the baseline nominal
titanium cladding was performed because undetectable flaws can exist after
fabrication. Flaws can also be produced by impacting objects in service because
of the vulnerable position of the titanium on the laminate surfaces. Flaw
growth tests wdre conducted on the specimens shown in Figure 68 having single
small flaws in the titanium.
The first test was performed on a 0.020 in. titanium skin alone, as shown in
Figure 69. The flaw grew from an initial width (2Ci) of 0.057 in. to a final
width (2Cf) of 0.087 in., after 1504 high tension strain cycles were applied.
The specimen was cycled at 2/3 yield stress until the flaw grew through the
thickness. This occurred at 1104 cycles. Another 400 cycles were then applied
to determine flaw growth. In the two laminated specimens (Figure 10 typical),
the average 2Ci of 0.058 in. grew to 0.079 in. in the same number of strain
cycles which indicates that cladding flaw growth is somewhat retarded in the
laminated form. The cyclic loading was adjusted to give the same titanium
strain -level in the laminate specimen as that in the titanium skin alone. For
the all titanium specimen, flaw growth occurred at the rate of 1.99 x 10- 6 in./
cycle while in the laminate form this growth was reduced to 1.40 x 10- 6 in./
cycle. This is believed to be due to the restraint offered by the underlying
material to crack opening displacements in the titanium. In no case did the
titanium flaw propagate into the underlying composite material. A similar
retardation of flaw growth has been observed in laminates consisting of all-
titanium plies (21). In addition to reduced crack tip stresses due to crack
displacement restraint, the cladding may have a higher Ker factor than would
an all metal plate having the same thickness as the laminated plate because it
responds more in plane stress than in plane strain (21).
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FLAW /-- TI STEP LAP JOINT DETAILS
I2.0 INNx III lt I
0.020 TITANIUM
INITIAL FLAW IN CLADDING SKIN FORMED
BY HIGH CYCLEAOW STRESS FATIGUE CYCLING IT2cf 2F
SEC A-A
SPECIMEN LAY-UP NUMBER OF N eULT (,ae)CYCLES FOR FLAW WIDTH xULT
FLAW GROWTH INITIAL INITIAL 2cf AFTER
THRU at 2c, 1504 - LB/IN BONDED DEBONDED
CLADDING IN IN TO 5450 1e CLADDING CLADDING
THICKNESS
Tt SKIN 1104 .014 .057 0.087 - - -ONLY
NOT
2 16/t - 90/BL DETERMINED .012 .056 0.074 11300 5780 6800
NOT3 16/0-90/BL NOT .014 .060 0.084 11200 5700 6820DETERMINED
Figure 68: FLAW GROWTH ELEMENT TEST'DATA
Figure 69: FRACTOGRAPH 
- Titanium
Figure 70: FRACTOGRAPH - B/E Reinforced Titanium
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After load cycling, the laminated specimens were failed in tension. The
resulting ultimate strains are somewhere between the values shown in Figure
68, assuming the flawed cladding is either bonded or unbonded. In either
case, the ultimate strain is above the baseline web design requirement of
4741pe in spite of the applied strain load cycles being above the design
requirement.
These test results coupled with titanium having critical crack length for the
cyclic design limit load conditions which is of normally detectable size,
assure that the nominal ti-clad B/E laminate is not susceptible to critical
growth of undetectable flaws in the design load conditions. Resistance to
flaw growth in the joint and hole-out areas of the baseline laminate has been
indirectly verified in the other element test categories. In particular, the
drilled tension elements, all having conventionally drilled holes with some
amount of internal burring of the titanium developed no apparent flaw growth
during cyclic limit load applications.
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5.0 SHEAR WEB TEST COMPONENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
The three large scale shear web component tests in Phase III of the program
are planned to demonstrate the structural performance of the assembled B/E
reinforced shear web structure under cyclic and static loads at room temperature.
The first two web tests are planned to be conducted on components having similar
design details; these tests are intended to verify structural analysis methods.
The final test will be conducted on an optimized web component based on the
preceding test/analysis correlation results and optimum design definition
from an up-dated OPTRAN code. The final web component will be designed as
part of Phase III activities.
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5.1 Shear Web Test Component Design
The design details established for the initial test components are shown
in Dwgs. SK2-5085-117 and 118 in Appendix B; the details are identical to
the baseline B/E reinforced design web except for overall size, stiffener
section, stiffener spacing and edge detail dimensions. Cutout and
miscellaneous attachment details are not considered to be strength critical
details and so are not included in the test web components. Based on the
analysis relationships given in Appendix A and finite element analysis results,
the test web component design is close to being simultaneously critical in
three failure modes. This indicates that the web test component design is
a reasonable simulation of an optimum design configuration.
A 36 by 47 in. web size was selected to allow cutting the titanium cladding
from a single sheet available in stock (36 x 96 in) with allowance for
material test coupons. The resulting web has six stiffeners and five nominal
laminate panels. The central panels are isolated from the reinforced end
panels. The laminate design is the baseline 16 ply +450 B/E layup with 0.020
inch 6AL-4V mill annealed titanium cladding. As indicated by the OPTRAN weight
trades, Figure 10, this nominal laminate is optimum over a range bf loading
and has excess margins of safety with respect to B/E strain in the design web.
A thickness of 0.050 in. in the reinforced stiffener land areas was chosen
to provide a slight excess in the final chem-milled thickness. The edge
cladding thickness of 0.063 was dictated by available stock sheet sizes and
furnishes the necessary reinforcement in the edge joint areas. The edge
fastening is designed to preclude net section, bearing or bolt shear failures.
A stiffener spacing of 6.0 in. was selected, rather than the baseline design
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web value of 6.38 in., to simplify fabrication layout. Design of the stiffener
details and fabrication techniques for both the web laminate and stiffeners are
discussed in Section 3.6.
The test web fixture framework, which is nearly full depth but is half the span
of the design web, is shown in Figure 71 and is detailed in Dwg. SK2-5085-114
in Appendix B. Aluminum (7075-T6) was selected for the beam frame material
in order to minimize fabriation cost. Figures 72 and 73 show the B/E reinforced
web components parts. The beam flange material is sized to have an average strain
of 1500 Ve, at a loading of 550000 lb. which produces an average web shear of
7625 lb/in (equal to the baseline web design requirements). A low flange strain
level is required because the beam will be subjected to numerous high-level
cyclic loads. Because of the differences in beam flange strains in the test
beam and the baseline web design requirements, the test web will require a
higher shear load than the baseline design load of 7625 lb/in in order to
experience the same maximum principal strains.
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Figure 71: TEST BEAM ALUMINUM FRAME WORK
Salo
A i
Figure 72: B/E REINFORCED JOGGLED STIFFENER
Figure 73: TEST WEB BEAM ASSEMBLY (WITHOUT B/E REINFORCED STIFFENERS)
5.2 Shear Web Test Component Analysis
Computation of the principal strains and critical general instability load
for the test web was accomplished with the detailed NASTRAN model illustrated
in Figures 74, 75 and 76. The web laminate is modeled with orthotropic
plate elements having properties determined by classical laminate analysis.
The nominal laminate properties shown correspond to the baseline nominal
laminate properties given in Figure 12. The B/E reinforced stiffener
elements have their minor bending and torsional stiffnesses set to zero to
obtain a conservative instability analysis. The stiffeners are terminated
short of the flange angle plate elements in order to discount the stiffnesses
offered by the joggled extensions that ride over the flange connection angle
legs.
The static deflection solution for the applied load of 550000 lb is shown in
Figure 77. The loci (neutral axis) of transition in sign of the web element
stresses in the x-direction is indicated on the figure; the loci sweeps
high near the point of loading and is slightly below the beam centerline
in the other areas which is characteristic of low aspect ratio webs.
Principal strain and angle distributions, which were processed from the
-NASTRAN static solution as described in Section 4.2, are reproduced in
Figures 78 to 93 for the four quadrants in the B/E reinforced web component
area. The principal strain data will be employed in the evaluation of the
test strain data recorded during testing. The effects of reinforcing the
laminate in the edge areas is seen to be effective in reducing the strains
in these areas. In spite of the low web aspect ratio, the resulting principal
shear strain distribution is essentially uniform.
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Figure 76: BEAM ELEMENTS (CBAR NASTRAN ELEMENTS)
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Figure 77: NASTRAN STATIC SOLUTION DATA
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Figure 78: PRINCIPAL TENSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 2
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Figure 80: PRINCIPAL TENSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 3
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Figure 81: PRINCIPAL TENSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 4
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Figure 83: PRINCIPAL COMPRESSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 2
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Figure 84: PRINCIPAL COMPRESSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 3
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Figure 85: PRINCIPAL COMPRESSION STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 4
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-- Figure 86: PRINCePAL SHEAR STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 1
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Figure 87: PRINCIPAL SHEAR STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 2
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Figure 89: PRINCIPAL SHEAR STRAINS IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 4
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Figure 90: PRINCIPAL STRAIN AXIS ANGLES IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 1
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Figure 91: PRINCIPAL STRAIN AXIS ANGLES IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 2
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Figure 93: PRINCIPAL STRAIN AXIS ANGLES IN TEST WEB QUADRANT 4
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The failure mode analysis relationships in Appendix A and the strain results
from the finite element static solution give the following critical test beam
loads (total applied test machine load):
Failure by Tearing at the
Stiffener Fastener Holes 640000 lb.
Failure by Local Panel
Buckling Interaction 674000 lb.
Failure by Cladding Yielding 763000 lb.
Failure by B/E ultimate strain 780000 lb.
The allowable tension strain in the reinforced fastener hole areas is 3845 VE
based on the design function in Figure 18. Taken individually, the critical
loads defined in Appendix A for local panel bucking in shear and beam bending
are 9511 and 8537 lb./in., respectively.
The critical test beam loads for fastener hole tearing and panel buckling are
close to the general instability load. It is recognized that some local panel
prebuckling deformations can precipitate from initial imperfections which will
tend to increase the tension strains that are predicted for shear resistant
conditions. The web component could then be expected to fail by tearing at
the stiffener fastener holes at a load level less than indicated above.
Prior to determining the general instability load for the test web, NASTRAN runs
were made on simple pure shear web models shown in Figure 94 to evaluate
modeling quality. The agreement between the NASTRAN solution and Seydel's
analysis given in Appendix A is considered to be satisfactory for the model
shown, which is the same as the test web (3 x 3 in. plate elements) except for
reinforced edge areas, support conditions and overall configuration.
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The B/E reinforced test web buckling modes computed by NASTRAN are shown
in Figures 95, 96 and 97. The critical mode has an eigenvalue of 1.21
which corresponds to a critical applied load of 665000 lb. The critical mode
shape is typical of highly orthotropic stiffened web structure and is quite
close in form to the second mode shape. The maximum first mode amplitude occurs
at node 83 which is a panel node located between stiffeners. Based on the
calculated critical mode shape, considerable stiffener torsion displacements
will result if general instability type deflections occur during loading. The
stiffener configuration selected for the web component is considered to be
resistant to B/E reinforcement debonding under such torsional deflection con-
ditions, particularly since the prebuckling stiffener loads are very low in a
shear resistant web and are essentially due to Poisson's strain response at the
web edges.-
As a fail safe assessment of the baseline design web, the test web model
was modified by removing the B/E reinforcement from one stiffener simulating
a debonded condition. The resultant critical mode (shown in Figure 98)
eigenvalue is 19% lower than the undamaged model which reflects adequate capa-
bility of the design to carry limit load in a fail safe manner.
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CONSTRUCTION NASTRAN NXYCR THEORETICAL NXYCR NASTRAN
LB / IN THEORY
UNSTiFFENED
TITANIUM 429.6 406.8 (SEYDEL) 1.056
(T = 0.156 IN.)
UNSTIFFENED 443.2 (ISOTROPIC
TI-CLAD B/E 535.2 PLATE BUCKLING 1.208
TEST WEB ANALYSIS ASSUMED
BLEICH)
STIFFENED
TI-CLAD B/E 9803. 9354. (SEYDEL) 1.048
TEST WEB
PURE SHEAR WEB MODEL
36 X 36 IN
144 SqUARE PLATE
ORTHOTROPIC ELEMENTS
Figure 94: NASTRAN BUCKLING ANALYSIS CORRELATION
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MODEO
A-! IEIGENVALUEEV 1.211
0-0 / .(CRITICAL MODE)
Figure 95:
1.257
Figure 96:
NASTRAN BUCKLING SOLUTION FOR TEST WEB COMPONENT
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Figure 97: NASTRAN BUCKLING SOLUTION FOR TEST WEB COMPONENT
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Figure 98:- NASTRAN BUCKLING SOLUTION FOR TEST WEB COMPONENT
WITH DEBONDED STIFFENER REINFORCEMENT
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WITH DEBONDED STIFFENER REINFORCEMENT
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5.3 Component Test Planning
Test procedures and equipment that will be used in the first shear web component
test are presented in Appendix C, and are summarized in Figure 99. Data from
Moire fringe, strain gage, deflection and acoustic emission data will be
recorded in the initial cyclic limit load application simulating orbiter engine
operation and during the final loading to failure. The limit load level is
established at 400000 lb. which reproduces the limit N shear loading experienced
xy
by the baseline design web. The test beam will be rigidly restrained to preclude
lateral movement of the flanges in the end and center areas.
The rosette strain gages will be placed in areas of the web laminate having the
highest principal strains predicted by the NASTRAN static analysis and in areas
of reinforced titanium. Rosette strain gages will also be located in areas
of the principal diagonal modal line indicated by the NASTRAN buckling solution
for the critical general instability mode. The gages in the nominal laminate
areas will be back-to-back to sense out-of-plane buckling-type deformations.
The Moire fringe measurements will be accomplished by the basic method described
in Reference 22 and will be important in detecting local buckling in the
laminate panels. Both nonlinear buckling, precipitated by initial imperfec-
tions, and/or classical bifurcation buckling modes can be observed in this
manner. In addition, the fringe sensing panels will be placed to overlap the
stiffener fastener reinforcement lands so that crippling between fasteners can
be detected.
Based on the results of the first web component test, the test procedures and
instrumentation will be revised as required to improve data acquisition during
the following tests.
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MOIRE
FRINGE ,
SENSING
PANELS
PANEL RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS J
L l U _
MOIRE FRINGES
. STRAINS (16 THREE-ELEMENT ROSETTES)
. DEFLECTIONS (1 VERTICAL AND 1 LATERAL)
. ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS (HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY & ACCELEROMETERS)
LOAD PROGRAM
. LOAD TO LIMIT LOAD- RECORD DATA ON ELECTRONIC DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
. LOAD 100 CYCLES TO LIMIT LOAD
. RECORD DATA AT 50th CYCLE
. LOAD TO FAILURE LOAD-RECORD DATA
DATA PROCESSING
. PLOT MEASURED STRAIN AND DEFLECTION DATA
. PLOT COMPUTED PRINCIPAL STRAIN DATA
. PROCESS MOIRE FRINGE PHOTOGRAPHS AND CALIBRATE FRINGE ORDERS
Figure 99: DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FIRST WEB COMPONENT TEST
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The titanium-clad boron-epoxy shear web design concept selected and developed
in Phase I offers good weight savings at reasonable cost for a Space Shuttle
main engine thrust structure application. The concept is practical to fabri-
cate in production shops and has a high degree of inspectability by non-
destructive test methods.
The design synthesis technique utilized allowed an extensive search for the
best design concept and optimum design details. The selected composite
reinforced shear web design, consisting of a titanium clad +45* boron-epoxy
web with boron-epoxy reinforced vertical aluminum stiffeners, provides 24%
weight saving compared to a similar web without composite reinforcement.
Structural element testing and detailed analyses have substantiated the
performance and reliability of the design details on a laboratory basis.
From these results, it is concluded that the Phase I studies provide an ade-
quate basis for proceeding to fabrication and test of the shear webs in
Phases II and III.
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APPENDIX A
D180-15104
Appendix A - Analyses used in OPTRAN Code for Vertically Stiffened Shear
Resistant Shear Web
CONFIGURATION
REINFORCED
CLADDING
AREAS STIFFENERS
a 
-
II
b (INPUT
SLOAD) MAX
Laminate and stiffener section details are given in Figure 9 in Section 3.5.
PROPERTIES
The room temperature material properties used in the structural analyses are input
as shown in Table A-1.
ELASTIC STIFFNESSES
Web Plate
Membrane A
w..
I i,j = 1, 2, 3
Bending D
w..
These stiffnesses are computed by classical laminate analysis (7) & stored in
tabular form as shown in Table 2, Section 3.5. The data is stored in terms
A-1
BORON'POXY TITANIUMADHESIVEUNIDIRECTIONAL (METBOND 6AL-4V ALUMINUM
PLIES (RIGIDITE M D MILL 7075-T6
5505/4) 329) ANNEALED
E
x
6 2 30 0.5 16 10.310 Ib/in
E
Y 1.0 0.5 16 10.3
106 Ib/n 2
G
xy 1.0 0.2 6.2 3.9
106 lb/in2
xy 0.25 0.4 0.3 0.33
PLY THK. In. 0.0055 0.012
MIN. THK 
- 0.020 0.020
VOLUME
FRACTION 50
UNIT. WT.
An3  0.0725 0.0635 0.16 0.1012Ib/In
eULT -
6000 -1o" INAN
Ib/In2 . 126000 67000
Table A-1I
ROOM TEMPERATURE MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN STRUCTURAL-ANALYSIS
A-2
of stiffnesses relative to respective stiffness as for an equal thickness
titanium plate (6AI-4V mill annealed) for various laminate constructions
defined by .
is the net filamentary composite fraction in the structural laminate
(less adhesive plies).
CO
2tCL ± tCO 
- tadh
These thicknesses are defined in Figure 9, (Section 3.5).
Stiffened Web (Smeared Stiffeners Assumed)
Membrane A..
1, i = 1, 2, 3
Bending D..
LOADS
2 max = input uniform linear beam bending strain at chord
Maximum beam bending strain in nominal laminate section
e2 a
2 2 max
H
N3  = input shear load
Shear strain = N33
A3 3
Web plate biaxial loads (web assumed to be in plane strain in I - Direction
to produce a conservative value for N2):
For general instability analysis:
N 1  0
2 max [Aj] 2 max
N3 3
A-3
For nominal laminate panel analyses:
N 0
2= :Aij
N3 3
Transformed Strains at 6 = 450 7
1 1 -1
= =1450
-,I 1 0
Cladding Stresses
.oi  a..e. i, j 1, 2, 3i I
where a.. are the cladding elastic modulus properties
a a E
al1 = 022 2
-Y
a3 3  = G
a1 2  = a21 .11
a1 3  = a31 = a23 = a32 = 0
FAILURE MODES
Cladding Yielding
Von Mises yield criterion (8)
F 2 + 2 22 3 '
Fe = [ 2+ g2 -01 2 + 3 ]3
F <FFe F TY
A-4
Composite Strain
II< Allowable
21 E Allowable
Local Panel Instability
Shear
4
K = 5.34 + a = H - 11.0 (Assumed)
s 2 
-P(a 
-
P
N= K D
SCRPI2 lw (Critical web load, Ib/in)
b
P
Bending
kbp = 5.0 (Assumed Minimum Value)
2
N2 CRPI = kbp D22w
b2 (Critical web load, LB/IN)
P
Interaction N3
SPI  3CRPI R = N2
N2 CRPI
2 2R + R < 1.0SPI BPI
General Instability
Shear ( 10 )  a = H b B=
N3CRGI 4Ca [D 1 13 D22 ]
b
2
A-5r
C is a function of
a
= 22  and =
1 11 D 22]
where 
-D3  = V21 D11 + 2D 3 3
24 241/= 1
22 - -- 0.92//---0.8
20 0-- .7
18 __- - - 0.6
18- 0.5
€ 
16 ... . 0.4
S14 -- 0 2
12 -- - - - ./ . 0.
8 - - -  =
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
#a
CRITICAL SHEAR LOAD COEFFICIENT
(18)Bending(
DKbG 11.1 1.25 + 3
D D22I2 2-2]
N =KbG 2 DbG 11 2 2  (Critical Web Load,2CRG I 2 Lb/In)
a
A-6
Interaction
N NRSGI 3 RG I = maxSGI BGI
N N
N3CRGI 2CRGI
2 2R + R < 1.0SGI BGI -
The effects of N 1 are omitted from the above interation equations
since this load is actually an order of magnitude less than the shear
load. This omission is offset by the conservative value for N2 result-
ing from the assumption of plane strain web laminate response.
Failure at Reinforced Holes for Stiffener Fasteners
Allowable Strain:
Sra = 6000-(6000-1400) r (pe)
where r is the net filamentary composite fraction in the reinforced
laminate (less adhesive plies). The allowable strain function appears
in Figure 19, Section 4.1.
Actual Diagonal Tension Strain:
r--
" = -i
-1 -- 1
where A and A are terms
rl 11
11
from the inverted membrane stiffness matrices transformed to the
8 = 450 orientation for the reinforced and nominal laminates,
respectively.
For an all-metal design case, the allowable 7 is arbitrarilyr
selected to be 65% of the proportional limit tension strain to pro-
duce a slight pad-up in fastener hole areas.
A-7
Constraint on Stiffener Gage
t ?0.6 (2 tCL + tco) 
- 2tCLR
This relation is based on unpublished design data for shear re-
sistant titanium webs (24) which requires that t 1 0.6 t . The
S W
cladding reinforcement is assumed to act as effective stiffener
attachment leg gage.
Weight Analysis
Nominal weights are computed and summed for the following items in terms of
Ib/lin. ft. of web.
Nominal cladding skins
Adhesive plies
Filamentary composite plies
Cladding reinforcement along stiffener fastener lines
Nominal stiffener section
A depth of H (full web depth) is assumed in the analyses. Weight allow-
ances for fasteners, radii, edge joints, reinforced cladding edge areas, cutouts,
stiffener end details and manufacturing tolerances are not made in the OPTRAN
weight analyses.
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APPENDIX C
APPENDIX C - TEST PLAN FOR THE SHEAR WEB TEST COMPONENTS
CL.0 SCOPE
The test plan describes the procedures for the conduct of combined shear and
bending load tests on 3-foot by 4-foot titanium shear webs reinforced with boron/
epoxy composites. The tests will be conducted on three shear web designs. The
testing will be performed for NASA-LRC Contract NAS 1-10860, "Evaluation of
a Metal Shear Web Selectively Reinforced with Filamentary Composites for Space
Shuttle Applications", and will be conducted in the 9-101 Building at The Boeing
Company's Developmental Center, Seattle, Washington.
C2.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to define the required facilities, test and instrumenta-
tion equipment, and to detail the testing procedures. The plan as described will
stress the first web to limit load for 100 cycles and then load to the failure load
condition. The results will be utilized to verify the structural integrity of the
shear web and to correlate the analysis methodology with the experimental data.
The test plan will be revised after completion of the first and second web tests.
C3.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS
The tests conducted will provide data on the structural response of the shear web
versus load and shall provide sufficient data necessary for correlation with strain
and buckling analyses.
C3..1 TEST SPECIMEN
Three shear webs will be fabricated and tested in the test beam frame. Test
component web No. 1 will be fabricated per SK2-5085-117 and SK2-5085-118.
The test beam frame construction details are shown in SK2-5085-114. (All design
drawings are shown in Appendix B.) Shear web No. 2 will be similar in design
to web No. 1. The test component web No. 3 design will be based on the test
C-1
results of webs I and 2.
C3.2 TEST EQUIPMENT
Data acquisition equipment shall be calibrated prior to use. The equipment shall
be calibrated against standards which are readily traceable to national standards.
C3.2.1 Test Machine - BALDWIN - LIMA - HAMILTON 1,200,000 pound
capacity universal testing machine.
C3.2.2 Data Acquisition System - HEWLETT - PACKARD Model 2012D (Option W).
Range +100 mV and accuracy +0.4%.
C3.2.3 Signal Conditioner - PPM Model SG-14
C3.2.4 X-Y Plotter - ELECTRO INSTRUMENTS Model 500.
C4.0 TEST SETUP
C4.1 BEAM TEST
The shear web test panel will be mounted in the test frame shown in SK2-5085-114.
Simple supports are provided to react the load applied at mid-span. Lateral support
will be provided at the ends and at mid-span but will not react any of the load
applied to the beam. Strain gages and EDI's will be mounted on the panel to record
strains and deflections during the tests.
C4.2 CHECKOUT
Checkout of the panel test frame, load system and instrumentation equipment will
be accomplished prior to the first limit load cycle to insure the correct operation
of all test equipment.
C4.3 TEST SAFETY
Because of the high test loads involved, all applicable Boeing safety regulations
shall be rigidly adhered to.
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C5.0 INSTRUMENTATION
C5.1 Strain-gages, Electrical Deflection Indicators (EDI's), accelerometers,
and Moire Fringe panels will be located on the panel per engineering instructions.
C5.1.1 Strain Gages - Micro-Measurements Type EA-05-125RD-350 with a
+30,000 y.e range and +1% accuracy.
C5.1.2 Electrical Deflection Indicators (EDI's) - Boeing Company's short blade
type with a +.75 in. deflection range and a +0.7% accuracy.
C5.1.3 Moire Fringe System Equipment - The Moire test setup will consist of
five 5 inch by 26 inch sections of 100 line-per-inch glass grids fixed to the
test web by spring clips. Grids will be illuminated at an angle of incidence of
610 by a 1,000 watt, high-pressure Xenon light source. The fringe patterns will
be recorded by a Hasselblad 500 EL camera fitted with an 80 mm lens. Photographs
will be taken of the Moire fringe pattern at varying increments to the failure load.
C6.0 TEST PROCEDURES
C6.1 PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs will be taken of:
(I) Test panel mounted in frame before testing
(2) Test frame setup for testing -in 1,200,000 lb testing machine
(3) Instrumented panel with Moire fringe system installed
(4) Failed shear panel in frame
(5) Panel close-ups of failed area
C6.2 TESTS TO LIMIT LOAD
The objective of this test is to demonstrate that the shear web can sustain the
limit load condition without permanent deformation. Additionally, the cyclic
limit loading will substantiate the service life capability of the web.
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C6.2.1 LIMIT LOADING SCHEDULES S/G & EDI
Cycle Load Monitor
I Limit Continuous
2 - 49 Limit
50 Limit Continuous
50 - 99 Limit
C6.2.2 The limit load value for this test is 400 Kips.
C6.2.3 The maximum machine loading rate for the monitored load cycles is
100 k/min. For the rapid load cycle periods, the maximum loading rate
is 800 k/min.
C6.2.4 A complete visual inspection of the shear web shall be performed after
the limit load cycles have been made. Determine if there is any permanent set
in any of the strain gages or EDI's.
C6.3 TEST TO ULTIMATE LOAD
The objectives of this test are to determine the ultimate strength of the shear
web panel and the mode of failure.
C6.3.1 ULTIMATE LOADING SCHEDULE
S/G & EDI
Cycle Load Monitor
100 Ultimate Continuous
C6.3.2 The ultimate load value for this test is projected to be in excess of
550 K.
C6.3.3 The maximum machine loading rate for the ultimate load cycle is
100 K/min. (Note: applies above limit load).
C6.4 POST TEST ANALYSIS
At the conclusion of the ultimate load test, the location and probable cause of
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failure will be determined prior to removing the panel frame from the test machine.
Any visual or acoustical phenomena observed during the test will be noted on the
test log. Additional photographs to those outlined in Section 6.1 shall be taken
as circumstances dictate to provide a complete photographic account of the test.
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